Week 8: Message from the ABC Curriculum Committee

At this point, Week 8, you are just over two-thirds through this ABC journey. This is a checkpoint week. Kendi in Chapter 13 Space provides a powerful lens through which to view racism and antiracism. Of “space racism,” Kendi writes, “The idea of the dangerous Black neighborhood is the most dangerous racist idea. And it is powerfully misleading.” (p. 168) Kendi continues with “ideas of space racism justify resource inequity though creating a racial hierarchy of space, lifting up White spaces as heaven, downgrading non-White spaces as hell.” (p. 169)

Through the lens of antiracist strategy, take some time to reflect on your group, on your neighborhood, on your workplace, on the state and national political arenas. Where do you see the racial hierarchy of space playing out? To what extent are you/we fusing “desegregation with a form of integration and racial solidarity” and championing resource equity? (p. 180)

Week 8: Policy Highlight

Members of the curriculum development team aim to be consistent in applying critical and inclusive lens to the development of the weekly prompts and content, and to meld our voices and perspectives during the development of this series. However, we acknowledge that we are diverse individuals on our own journeys of learning aimed at improving our selves and the world around us – we are imperfect and we are still growing and developing. (Excerpt from the ABC Curriculum Introduction, 2020)

This week our local and national communities are immersed in anxiety, tension, fear, and hope. In this week’s highlight, our committee aimed to provide resources, support and encouragement as we all prepare for Election Week and its outcome.

What is Voter Suppression?

In Colorado, a young queer woman who lives with her parents anticipates her first opportunity to vote. Her father intercepts her ballot, then later hands her a separate sheet of paper with a list that replicates his vote. Her voice and vote is stripped away. This is just one example of voter suppression. Other more broad and detrimental acts of voter suppression, occurring across our country right now, include: premature deadlines for absentee ballots, requiring absentee ballots to be notarized, demanding specific forms of IDs for voting, removing polling sites, moving polling sites to hostile locations, blatant efforts to dismantle the USPS.

To learn more about voter suppression in individual states, visit: https://wevotewecount.org/stories.


What is Voter Intimidation?

We hope that everyone in our community feels safe, supported and able to practice their voting rights this week. However, we know voter intimidation tactics have been applied and practiced in previous elections and have “historically targeted Black communities, immigrants and communities of color in an illegal effort to deter them from exercising their constitutional right to vote” (Southern Poverty Law Center, 2020).

So what do you do if you feel intimidated? And where is the line between legal poll watching and illegal intimidation?

In an effort to provide some clarity, we wanted to re-share two helpful resources:

## Week 8: Chapter 13 (Space)

### Pre-ABC Reflection, Discussion Prompts, Actions & Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time estimate*</th>
<th>Reflection, Dialogue, Action</th>
<th>Process Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Reflection</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior to ABC meeting</td>
<td>5-10 minutes*</td>
<td>Consider the neighborhood in which you grew up. Why does Kendi asserts, “The idea of the dangerous Black neighborhood is the most dangerous racist idea”? How is the language of “separate but equal” evidence of racism?</td>
<td>Read and think about these questions before and after reading the chapter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prior to</td>
<td></td>
<td>Read the chapters before the ABC meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td>If you cannot read the chapter(s) before the meeting, come to the ABC meeting anyway. Participate humbly knowing that you have not read the chapter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Discussion**            | Greeting and   | 1. Check in with each other (How are you?)  
  ABC meeting          |                                                                                                                                                                                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                                                      |
|                           | Settling in    | 2. Welcome and Agenda   
  10* minutes            |                                                                                                                                                                                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                                                      |
|                           |                | 3. **Review and check on Participation Norms and Group Process**: This is the eighth week of the book club and the chapter is “Space.” Ask: To what extent are we focusing on and understanding Kendi’s ideas about antiracism and racism. What are we doing well as a group? What can we do better? | Facilitator asks the group to reflect briefly on participation norms. Ideas for how to reflect:  
  ➢ Review individual participation and norms silently. Facilitator asks each individual to reflect on one norm the individual has done well and one they need to work on. End.  
  ➢ Review group process while silently reflecting on norms. Facilitator asks for feedback: What is one norm we are doing well? One we need to improve on?  
  ➢ Review norms by reading them aloud followed by individual reflection or by group discussion: On which one norm should we focus today?  
  ➢ Review norms. Facilitator asks: How are the norms working? What do we need to change, if anything? |
|                           |                | **Possible questions for reflection**  
  • Consider the space we have created in the group. Reflect on previous meetings. How have we used time and space? Is everyone participating? Why/why not?  
  • Have we respectfully had uncomfortable conversations? Have we avoided the uncomfortable? What patterns do we see?  
  • Re-look at the participation norms. What, if any, changes should we make?  
  4. Review chapter to identify a key passage or two (to warm-up get back into the chapter after a busy day).  
  5. Take turns sharing a passage. |                                                                                                                                                                                                                      |
<p>|                           |                | How do resources define a space? Discuss how resources and access reflect systemic racism for Black spaces.                                                                                                                                 | Everyone has a voice. Ideas for making sure all voices are heard:                                                                                                                                                     |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflection and Action 5 minutes*</th>
<th>Reflect individually: Based on the discussion, what personal action will I take this week and in the future?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Next Steps 5 minutes*            | Plan for the next book club meeting.  
- What chapters are next?  
- What actions have we committed to for next week’s meeting? Restate the plan. |
| Closing 5 minutes*               | Thank each other and say good-bye! |

**Action**

- Will vary**
  
  Consider an antiracist action plan that joins desegregation with integration. List the steps that must be taken using antiracist strategy to create open access for all spaces. List also the steps needed to have equity in resources.  
  
  Never underestimate the power and importance of everyday actions you yourself can take.

**Learn More**

- Will vary**
  
  Check out this NPR video, “Race & Redlining: Housing Segregation in Everything.”  
Read about Morgridge graduate student Sajjid Budhwani and his work to leverage Geographic Information System (GIS): [https://morgridge.du.edu/profile-of-a-graduate-using-educational-research-to-improve-equity/](https://morgridge.du.edu/profile-of-a-graduate-using-educational-research-to-improve-equity/)

*These are suggested times. Different groups might spend time differently. The main guideline is to spend time intentionally.

** It is expected that more time might be dedicated to action and learning more as the group progresses through the book.